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FOREWORD

routine & he wanders the same path, 
MAEGAN TAN

we love, we haunt, we want

Several obstacles got in the way of this issue: late-stage pandemic, big life 
changes, new jobs, Cambridge University, the Singapore Armed Forces 
and the inimitable Pulau Tekong. Nonetheless, and thanks to our 15 
fantastic contributors from Singapore, Indonesia and the Philippines, I’m 
thrilled to be presenting Issue 2 of Amber. 

We never go into these issues expecting a running theme, and yet, a lot 
of the same feelings—untetheredness, yearning, love and hurting and 
letting go—recur, as do motifs of butterflies and ghosts. I’m honoured to 
be trusted with these pieces, and while they stand alone, I think there’s 
a story here, if you care to follow it. We start, as everyone does, with 
(literal) starry-eyed love in Michelle Hou’s “look how the stars shine for 
you”. We continue with meditations on love, but the kinds that you’ve lost 
(as in claudia chen’s “call it a day”), had to let go (as in Adelynn Wijaya’s 
speculative love story “Soul” and leandre huang’s “flutterby”), or simply 
had to come to terms with the fact that love that hurts you may not be 
love at all (from Pluto Mehan’s “litany” and “dusk” to kai foo’s culinary 
destruction “how to eat me alive: a guide”, the cover’s centerpiece). 

The second half of the issue follows family and one’s people and land: 
disconnection from personal histories (Nina Anin’s “Telephone Wires”), 
being lost in the tide of Singapore’s passing time (Durva Gautam 
Kamdar’s hungry ghost study “resonance/Dissonance”), reclaiming brown 
pride (kimaya bhuta’s “chocolate milk”) and yearning for other kinds of 
pride (Cheryl Tan’s portfolio in blazing colour “this is me pleading for my 
country to love me”). 

This round (and all rounds going forward), we also opened up for 
submissions of art and photography. Maegan Tan’s quiet, keenly 
observational photos mark the early pages with commemorations of the 
everyday, and Isabella Goh Shu-Xing’s surreal artwork follows Kai Foo’s 
trip into the macabre and introduces the fantastical landscape of Eleyn 
Yap’s “Awakening”. Finally, Paw Yu Xin and Alyssa Marie Gabutero’s sun-
soaked girls bookend the issue with warmth and hope. 

I hope you enjoy these pieces as much as we did, and that something in it 
reaches you. 

Love, 
Wen-yi 
Editor-in-Chief
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i will pluck a star to give you
wear in your hair,

shine in your eyes,
lovers say

but do they remember the sky,
inked with twilight bruises,

bleeding fire,
how it yearns, its loneliness

as vast as universes
as old as time

without stars, pinpricks, diamonds

do they remember worshipping the stars,
Tzitzimimeh, skeletons devouring skeletal men

as the sun dies,
Asteria, titaness, a refuge
from the amours of gods

in the Aegean sea

MICHELLE HOU
tis the age of telescopes and spectrometers,

of realising you do not need to
pluck a star like a daisy

and weave it into a crown,
when you can trap them

in glass bulbs and filament lamps

the stars are not spirits of
saints and sinners,

they are burning cores of
hydrogen and helium

enslaved, their colours do not dim,
but brighten

we stop building their altars,
and stop telling their stories,

we do not look up
because it is easier to pretend

in artificial darkness
than the light of the universe in slumber

maybe one day, i will buy you a star
its gravity, its violent nucleosynthesis,

its light and heat, proof of my love
for you
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a child who vanished in 2009
bright eyes diminished in the matteness
of the missing person poster

come back, everyone misses 
                                                                you

as everyone searches
they try to conceal the damage done
losing sight of what must be protected
rosy lenses shattering and blinding you
strawberry fields decayed and turned into dust
burying the path leading to home,
a home on fire
 
the charred matchsticks are in your hands

the child in the photograph looks on,
begs me to set her free
but from the ashes, nothing rises
in an act of selfishness, i say
i am protecting you
behind this rusty armour

one day our hands will learn to forget destruction

the words we say will remain the same
repeated so often they’ve lost all value
the world will keep spinning
and i’ll keep losing time going backwards
looking for memories never formed
looking for a ghost

so i’ll take down the posters,
ink faded and long gone like the girl herself

and we’ll call it a day.

CALL

IT

A

DAY

claudia 
chen ADELYNN WIJAYA

soul
The first spirit Serene stumbled upon was the girl under the weeping willow.

It was a rainy morning; the air reeked of petrichor and was cold with 
moisture. Dew trickled down the glossy surfaces of the willow’s leaves and 
the ground was caked in mud. The willow tree stood grandly in the center 
of the park, a haunting figure in the drab gray landscape.

Serene snuck beneath the willow leaves, unaware of the paths of rainwater 
snaking down the back of her shirt. Puddles pooled around the base of the 
tree, but she hardly cared as her denim shorts sunk into the grime. Her head 
leaned back against the bark of the tree, her hair tangling around splinters. 
Her muscles slowly loosened and before long, her eyes were closed.

A sound yanked her eyelids open again.

The spirit was reclining on the other side of the tree. The absence of lungs 
prevented the spirit from making any noise, despite her chest rising and 
falling in a steady rhythm. Her foot moved, continuing to slowly crush the 
branch that shocked Serene from her nap. Serene approached the spirit 
girl silently, to not disturb her, but the other girl’s eyes fluttered open 
nevertheless.

“Hello,” Serene said, her fingers twitching with guilt.
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“Hi.” The girl expanded her mouth cavernously as she extended her limbs 
until she was indistinguishable from a starfish. “How long have I been 
sleeping here?”

“I’m not sure.”

The girl looked at Serene, but there was something about her eyes that 
made Serene think she wasn’t looking at her at all. The girl turned away to 
stare at the damp leaves, and that was when Serene was conscious of the 
girl’s bodily state. Draped over her body was a billowy, pearl white dress 
adorned with fake gemstones and dark black stains. There was a stitch on 
her neck, dripping liquid down her front. Her bare arms were painted in 
hues of deep blues and blacks.

“Are you alright?” Serene asked.

“Hm?” the girl hummed, wiping the blood off her neck with a bruised thumb, 
though she didn’t seem to notice the stitch in her skin. “It’s very warm 
today, isn’t it?”

It wasn’t. Serene’s hands were frozen over.

“I think I’ll be going home.” The girl was suddenly on her feet, though her 
voluminous dress made no sound as she did. “It was nice to meet you, little 
girl.”

It was a difficult concept to grasp, talking to a spirit. The ability to speak 
to someone buried six feet underground wasn’t a common ability. The girl 
beneath the willow tree wasn’t pale nor floating like spirits were supposed 
to look. However, it became easier to accept as Serene grew up and started 
seeing more spirits.

It was easy to identify whether a person was alive or dead. All the lost 
souls Serene had ever encountered were wounded or maimed in one way 
or another. Once, she bumped into an old man missing his right arm, and 
another time, she conversed with a young girl with a bleeding eye about 
the bleakness of elementary school. Her sixth sense naturally ostracised 
her from her peers. Who wanted to be friends with someone who talked to 
people with missing limbs?

Serene didn’t mind the lack of living company. The dead were friendlier. 
After all, they didn’t pay attention to their futures very much. They didn’t 
care about what they were going to have to eat for breakfast tomorrow 
morning or where they wanted to go for their next vacation. Serene found 
them more authentic than the living, no matter how ironic the idea sounded.

*

The first time Serene met Mayson, she was seventeen and her hair was 

chopped short and dyed blonde. It was a rainy night when she spotted 
him leaning next to a fountain, staring peacefully at the night sky. Her eyes 
trailed up to the heavens and though there were no stars to take her breath 
away, the gray rain clouds were still enough to captivate her. 

“It’s beautiful, isn’t it?” the spirit asked, his voice as clear as though he was 
whispering into her ear.

Serene glanced at the boy and was instantly ensnared by how different 
he was. Unlike every other spirit she had seen, he didn’t have any visible 
lacerations on his skin. It was only when she squinted did she see the gaping 
wound on the left side of his stomach, disguised by the black shirt he wore 
when he died. But her eyes concentrated on the smile on his face. None of 
the other spirits ever smiled.

“Do you want to come over to my place?” Serene asked. “It doesn’t look 
very comfortable to sit out here in the rain.”

His smile didn’t change in size, but his eyes seemed to crinkle a little bit 
more. “That’s nice of you, Serene. But I’m okay.”

Serene scanned her person for any inscriptions of her name. “How do you 
know my name?”

He had tilted his head in a manner that dampened Serene’s palms with 
sweat. “I don’t know. I think the word suits you. Most people run away when 
they see me. You look calm. Tranquil. Serene.”

Serene.

She noticed that he was starting to fade. The rain was receding, falling in 
light drops that pricked her skin. Mayson flickered as the rain slowed to a 
stop, his form vanishing into the air.

“Wait,” Serene called. “What’s your name?”

“Mayson,” he said before he disappeared into the silent, moist night.

*

The second time she met Mayson, she was eighteen, six months after she 
first met him. Her hair was long and black again, tickling the back of her 
arms every time she walked. This time, he found her sitting on the steps of 
her house, hugging his knees with the manner of a frightened child. Heavy 
rain pelted the yellow nylon raincoat that covered Serene’s body.

“Mayson?” Serene called, hesitant.

“Hi, Serene,” he called. His voice was soothing, but there was something 
wrong underneath. The wound on his abdomen looked worse under the 
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“Um… what happened to your… stomach?” 

Mayson’s eyes widened like a video played in slo-mo, and he held his wound 
as if he just realised it was there.

“I don’t… I don’t want to talk about it.”

“Oh.” Serene blushed, cursing inwardly. “S-sorry.”

“It’s okay,” Mayson said. He took her hand, and he was so warm. So strangely 
warm. Serene found herself leaning into him, and he curled his arm around 
her.

This is nice.

Serene didn’t know it at first, but in the years later when she looked back 
at this moment, she would know this was the moment when she started 
falling for Mayson.

“If you ever need a place to stay, you can always come here,” Serene 
whispered.

Mayson placed a hand on her head, running his fingers through her hair.

“I know,” he mumbled, pressing his lips against her head. “That’s why I 
came here.”

*

“Are you going to eat that?”

Serene glanced up at the owner of the voice before shrugging, returning to 
the book in her hands. Her dark hair caressed the back of her arms.

Warren rubbed his palms together as he grabbed the remains of her 
croissant and took a seat on Serene’s table, ignoring the snickers from the 
other side of the room as crumbs tumbled onto the hem of his black flannel 
shirt. Serene sighed inwardly, avoiding the eyes of the other customers. This 
wasn’t the only Sunbucks café in the vicinity, but Serene liked it because it 
was the only café that didn’t completely obscure the windows.

“You don’t mind me sitting here, do you?”

Serene shook her head and continued to read her book. Her right thumb 
massaged the bottom corner of the book as she waited for Warren to finish 
the pastry.

Today, it took him twenty minutes before he bid Serene goodbye with 
a sort of disheartened expression. When she was positive he was gone, 
she exhaled a small sigh of relief, but her victory was short-lived. Another 
presence took up the vacant chair, filling Serene’s nose with the smell of 

gray light of the lamp outside. “Can I… can I stay over for a while?”

“Okay,” she said, noting the tears pricking the corner of Mayson’s eyes. 
“Come in.”

Serene lived in a dorm with two other girls, but they were hardly ever home. 
That day was no different; her roommates’ doors were left gaping open so 
that passersby could see the mess residing within. Serene turned back to 
Mayson, whose eyes were rooted to the tornado of clothes strewn all over 
the unmade beds.

“I’m sorry about my roommates,” Serene apologised swiftly, moving 
forward to slam the doors shut.

“That’s alright,” Mayson said. His lips were flat, but Serene caught a smirk 
twitching on the tips. Serene found herself smiling too.

Serene led Mayson to the living room, the emptiest room in the whole dorm. 
It was desolate save for the rotting blue couch, the withering carpet, and 
the fragile old table sitting in the back of the small room. Mayson took a 
seat on the carpet, leaning his back against the couch. Serene settled next 
to him, wondering what to talk about. She never brought a spirit into her 
home before.

“So you live with your family?” Mayson asked.

“Dormmates.”

“Ah. Must be fun.”

“A bit rowdy sometimes. They like bringing people over. I don’t usually talk 
to them.”

“What do you do then?”

“I read. Write. Sleep. I don’t like… talking to people.”

“Oh. Me neither.”

“Really? Everyone I know would say otherwise. They’d say that it’s unhealthy 
to want to be alone and to shut down the world around you.”

“Well.” Mayson shrugged, tapping the carpet absent-mindedly; his nails 
made no sound as they pierced the ground through the carpet. “Too much 
isolation is unhealthy, but there’s nothing wrong with wanting to be alone.” 
He smiled at her, and Serene felt like she had just swallowed a mouthful of 
hot chocolate.

Then she swallowed again, but her throat felt clammy this time. Her tongue 
was itching to ask the most sensitive question of all time.
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“Me too,” Serene said, her feet sinking into the frayed threads of the worn 
carpet. Rainwater trickled down the window, but the sky was starting to 
brighten. “Please don’t leave me here.”

Mayson smiled his wonderful crescent smile as parts of him vanished into 
the air and he drifted into nothingness. “I’m sorry, Serene.”

You’d think that after two years of being with a vanishable being, she would 
get used to the abrupt arrivals and departures. In reality, you never get 
used to pain. Her knees embraced the tattered rug as she hugged her 
elbows, silent tears rolling down her cheeks as the sky slowly cleared.

It had taken her a few meetings before she realised the pattern, that he 
only appeared when it rained. And now while everyone else waited for 
the sun to come back out, she spent her days just waiting for the next 
rainstorm, and longing for him.

*

“Tell me about him,” Serene’s mother said as her daughter washed the 
dishes. Serene came to visit every weekend. None of her dormmates went 
back to their parents’ home so often, but Serene didn’t have any friends to 
distract her.

“Who?” Serene frowned as she squeezed the sponge too hard. Soap 
dripped from her hand and down the drain.

“The boy you’re in love with.”

“I’m not in love with anyone.” Serene dipped the sponge in soap water and 
continued scrubbing the dishes.

“I know a soul in love when I see it,” her mother answered cheekily as she 
nudged Serene’s hip with hers. “So tell me, is it someone from school?”

“I told you, I’m not in love.” She flicked water at her mother for emphasis. 
Thunder cracked outside, and Serene’s heart picked up. “I’m going to leave 
now.”

“Are you sure you don’t want to stay any longer?” Her mother frowned, 
leaning against the doorjamb and watching her only daughter shove her 
heels into her suffocating shoes. “You just got here.” 

“No, I need to go back now.” Serene watched as the rain began falling from 
the heavens. “See you, Mom.”

*

“You are delusional,” Nelson hummed as he laid his head of greasy black 
hair on top of Serene’s books.

sulfur.

She hardly glanced up when she said, “Go away, Nelson.”

“Ouch,” Nelson cocked his head as he twirled a curl around his skinny, blue-
veined hands. “That’s not how you treat an old friend, Serene. Even that 
goody-goody ghost friend of yours is nice to me.”

“I don’t have the energy to deal with you right now,” she answered, her 
chair scraping as she headed for the door. She could already feel stares 
digging into her back for exchanging words with an invisible entity.

“He’s been trying to ask you out since you were eighteen!” Nelson yelled as 
the door to the café slammed shut. “When are you going to stop rejecting 
him?”

Until he gives up.

*

A storm was raging above her, but Serene merely wrapped her jacket 
around her head as she hurried home. When she arrived in her warm, toasty 
dorm, Mayson was sleeping on the couch. His insubstantial head hovered 
over the cushion’s surface as his fluffy, velvety hair fell in clumps around his 
face. His mouth gaped open in mock sleep. Droplets pelted the windows as 
Serene leaned over to press her lips against Mayson’s cheek. He smelled 
familiar, like fresh pineapples and baked bread.

“Wake up, sleeping beauty,” she whispered as Mayson turned.

“I wasn’t sleeping,” he said.

Of course he wasn’t; dead souls didn’t sleep. Serene grasped his wrist and 
pulled him to his feet, placing his hand on her waist as she held his shoulder. 
He was so strangely solid for a dead being.

“Dance with me?” she whispered.

Mayson nodded.

They twirled around the dorm’s spacious living room, occupied by nothing 
but two pieces of furniture and a moth-eaten carpet. Mayson dipped Serene 
to the floor and spun her in a tight circle. Serene leaned into Mayson and 
swayed around the room with him, mindful of the gaping wound in his side. 
She didn’t know the backstory behind it, since Mayson was always so tight-
lipped about his past.

“I love dancing with you,” Mayson confessed as he lifted Serene by the 
waist, swiveling her with the elegance of a swan.
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her palms. “Why haven’t you moved on yet?”

Nelson’s expression was painful, as if he had been slapped across the face 
by her words. “This isn’t about me. This is about your boyfriend. You two 
barely know each other. Do you even know how he died? You’ve known 
him for four years, and he hasn’t even told you his darkest secret.”

Serene slammed her hands against the table, grabbing her textbooks. 
“Stop bothering me about my life,” she said. “Why do you even care? And 
a word of advice: start thinking about what in your life went wrong before 
lecturing me about mine.”

*

When Serene woke the next morning, it was raining and her room was 
swallowed by grey light, as if the sky had been crying. There was an arm 
draped over her torso. She didn’t need to turn around to see who it was.

“What’s bothering you?” Mayson whispered into her ear, his hands running 
down her long brown hair.

Serene exhaled, the air rattling in her lungs. “I want to ask you something, 
but you don’t have to answer it if you don’t want to.”

Mayson’s hand paused in mid-caress, his hand hovering over her head like 
an uncertain butterfly. “Okay.”

She turned around and glanced at his abdomen. Nelson’s words echoed 
through her head. “How…how did you die?”

The rain outside faded into a drizzle. She grasped his flickering, translucent 
hand, inwardly pleading for him to stay, please just stay, you don’t have to 
answer my question just stay, please—

“It was a stormy night,” Mayson began, his voice dulcet with sleepiness.

“I was walking down the street. From work, I think.” He paused as if the 
details were blurry. “I think I was coming home from the bank or the ATM. I 
had a large wad of cash in my pocket. I was ambushed in an alleyway by a 
group of men and… they stabbed me.”

Mayson’s expression paled as his hand flickered, disappearing before 
Serene’s eyes. She threaded her fingers through his, willing him to stay.

“You didn’t have to answer the question if it caused you this much stress.”

“I’m fine,” Mayson squeezed Serene’s hand, “because you’re here.”

*

“Hey, Mom.”

“Can’t you leave me alone?” Serene asked. The horrible smell effusing from 
the spirit was unbearable. It clashed with the coffee aroma emanating from 
the counter, creating a strange combination of scents.

“No can do.” Nelson stretched his neck so that the abominable gash 
across it gaped wider, like a second mouth. Another whiff of rotten eggs 
permeated Serene’s nostrils.

The goodness of a soul was identifiable through the pleasantness of their 
scent. If a soul was prone to doing bad things while they were alive, they 
smelled horrible, like rotting eggs or dead bodies. If a soul had a golden 
heart when they were alive, they smelled comforting, like the air after it 
rained.

Mayson smelled just like that.

“You’re thinking about him again,” Nelson said, his palm cupping his chin.

“Thinking about who?”

“Your dead boyfriend.”

“No, I’m not.”

“It’s so obvious. You slip into a daze when you think about him. Your eyes 
go all gooey and the corners of your lips turn up.”

“So what?”

Nelson’s eyes burned into hers. Serene fought to keep her stare; she was 
reminded of the saying “eyes are the windows to the soul”, and she realised 
then how vulnerable she felt under Nelson’s scrutiny.

“He’s dead.”

“You’re also dead.”

“You can’t date a dead person, it doesn’t work like that!” Nelson threw his 
hands into the air in a fit.

Serene raised a brow at his sudden tantrum. Nelson had always been the 
calm one, the ignorant one, the patient one. Seeing him irate and vexed 
was unnerving.

“Us spirits had had a chance to live our lives. One chance and only one. 
It’s similar to how we lived through our childhood and teenage years once. 
After that, it’s time to move on to the next phase of life. In our case, it’s 
moving on from this world we’ve known. You can’t give Mayson another 
reason to stay. He’s not meant to stay.”

“Then why are you here?” Serene shot back, her nails digging craters into 
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“There’s this kid who visits me at the cafe,” she said.

Mayson returned to his position next to her, fiddling with the marble 
between his fingers. “Go on,” he said.

“His name’s Warren, and he’s from my school. He keeps coming over to me 
while I’m trying to study. Nel… the waitress thinks he’s interested in me.”

“And are you interested in him?”

Serene looked at him as if he had gone insane. “Of course not. I have you.”

The air was silent except for the ever-present sound of rain. Mayson’s 
neck-length mane covered the sides of his face, but Serene could still see 
his tears dripping onto the floor.

“Serene… you’re young. You have your whole life ahead of you. You don’t 
have to waste it on me.” He glanced sideways at her, his eyes pale but full 
of tears. “Go date that boy. Maybe he’s nice.”

“What’s up with you all of a sudden?” Serene grasped Mayson’s hands 
and squeezed them tightly, pouring her emotions into the touch. The rain 
thrashed harder outside. “I’m not going to leave you. I’m in love with you.”

Thunder crackled. Mayson smiled.

“You can’t be in love with me, Serene. I’m dead.”

Fury boiled in her veins at the familiar words. “Did Nelson tell you that?”

“Serene—”

The tone of his voice was all the confirmation Serene needed. She got to 
her feet and disappeared to grab her keys.

“I’ll be right back,” she declared stiffly.

“Serene,” Mayson repeated, but she was gone.

*

“What did you tell him?” Serene demanded.

Nelson yawned lazily, giving Serene a side-eye. “What he needed to hear.”

Serene opened her mouth to retaliate, but Nelson raised his hand to silence 
her. “Serene,” Nelson said calmly, “do you want to know why I stink?”

Without context, the question might’ve been humorous. Faced with the 
opportunity to discover the answer to a question she had been wondering 
for months, however, Serene merely nodded in response.

Her mother hummed in response. She didn’t dare to speak in case the vase 
she was cleaning slipped from her fingers and broke.

Serene looped her fingers through her mug handle. “Have you ever felt like 
you made the wrong decision?”

Her mother paused, eyeing the vase as if it would voluntarily leap from 
the shelf and commit self-destruction. “Of course, honey. Life is all about 
making decisions, both wrong and right. There are many things I wished I 
didn’t do and many choices I wished I didn’t make.”

Serene thought of her father, but the memory of him fluttered away. “But 
how do you know if you made the wrong decision?”

Her mother reached out and squeezed her shoulder, smiling sadly. Serene 
wondered if she was thinking about her father too.

“Look at the people around you and observe the impact of your decisions.”

*

“What was the best part of your life?”

Mayson pinched the marble Serene had given him between his index finger 
and thumb. He brought it to the air so that the yellow gleam from the ceiling 
light refracted through the tiny bead of glass. It cast colourful shadows on 
his ghostly features.

“Meeting you.”

“No, before that,” Serene said, lightly touching Mayson’s hand. “When you 
were alive.”

Mayson dropped the marble. It landed on the ground and rolled under the 
couch, but none of the two were in any hurry to look for it.

“Sleeping,” Mayson said.

“Sleeping?”

“Don’t look at me like that.” Mayson poked Serene’s cheek, smiling. “It’s 
a pain that us spirits are unable to sleep. Sleep is a brilliant way to ignore 
your troubles and avoid the real world. You just close your eyes and then 
you’re off drifting to the world inside your head.”

“So the best parts of your life were your dreams?”

“I guess you could say that,” Mayson chuckled, ruffling Serene’s hair. He 
leaned against the ground to locate the marble under the couch.

Serene hugged her knees and rocked them, staring at his fluffy hair.
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“I died in this very building.” Nelson gestured to the pastel cafe around 
them. “I stole things from people all the time. I tried robbing this cafe but 
a man beat me to it. We fought and he slashed my neck over here.” He 
pointed to the abyss knitted through the skin of his neck. “I was left to die. 
When the police found me, they left my body to rot in the woods. I was 
forgotten.”

“And your point is?” Serene asked, squashing any sympathy that might’ve 
bubbled up for the spirit. He was still a horrible person, no matter how he 
was treated after he died.

“Don’t make stupid mistakes like I did.”

“There’s no harm in dating a spirit. I’m not hurting anyone else in the 
process.”

“You’re hurting yourself. Experience the world as it is. Don’t anchor yourself 
to a shadow of the past.”

*

“Mayson,” Serene called.

Drizzle poured outside, but Mayson was nowhere to be seen. Serene 
rubbed her wrist as she stared at her empty dorm.

“Mayson,” Serene called again.

She couldn’t see him, but she could hear him.

What is it, Serene?

“I…” The words she had meticulously prepared hours before were now 
clogged in her throat. Instead, tears prickled her eyes, blocking her vision. 
“I’m going to let you go.”

No response.

“Mayson?”

Okay.

“Okay?”

We’re not meant to be together, Serene. I died years ago. You deserve 
someone alive, someone you can spend the rest of your life with.

“I’m sorry.” Serene could no longer bottle her emotions.

Don’t be. Before I go, can I make one last request?

“Anything.”

Dance with me one last time.

Mayson materialised in front of her, but she could no longer see his features. 
Serene took his hands and they danced around the living room until the 
rain stopped, and he vanished with it.

*

“Are you going to eat that?” Warren asked, a lopsided smile on his face.

Serene glanced at Nelson for support. He winked and threw her two thumb-
ups in response.

“You can have it.” She shoved her untouched croissant towards him. “Your 
name’s Warren, right?”

“Yeah.” He looked a little nervous. “We’re in the same creative writing class.”

“Oh.” Serene nodded, vaguely remembering the boy’s signature black shirt. 
“Yeah. So tell me about yourself.”

Warren perked up and began his monologue, which Serene listened to with 
her chin on her palm and her ears red with interest.

“That went well,” Nelson commented afterward from the seat Warren had 
just left. “Considering that you are the most unsociable nineteen-year-old I 
have ever met and that he was the first living person you talked to in four 
years, excluding your mother and roommates.”

“Shut up.” Serene swatted her spoon at him good-naturedly.

Nelson pursed his lips in the way someone would if they were about to 
ask a dangerous question. “Does he still come to visit sometimes? When it 
rains?”

Serene looked at him, her expression complicated. Sometimes, she missed 
the smell of pineapples and baked bread that followed after the rain. 
Sometimes, she missed the evenings in her dorm when she wasn’t quite 
alone, instead accompanied by an black-haired figure with a fondness for 
dancing.

“No,” Serene said, looking up at the blue-grey sky through the window.

“Do you miss him?”

“Sometimes.” A tear ran down her cheek, but she smiled in spite of it. “But 
I think he’s happy now.”
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after zeina hashem beck’s “with prayer” 

the doves flew in the dark starry night. they flew with dreams, 
yours and mine. freud wrote a whole book — do they exist, dreams? 

the little girl, she sang to the screaming sky, hardly through the rubble, 
stars made of bombs, sparklers of salvo, her memory made of dreams. 

i walk through the memorial, searching for my grandfather, 
brazen, brave, he left a bequeath. rich kid’s dreams. 

send me a love letter, tweet it, resend it. that’s all i care about, 
some legendary love story, orpheus and eurydice, foolish dreams. 

my father speaks of practicality, of reason, without a shadow 
of a doubt, he tells me - what good a plan without any dreams? 

i introspect, i give myself the milk and honey, the sweet poison of 
poetry, but i forget, sorrow and joy exist together. so do nightmares 

and dreams. 

fate says, it might take a year, it might take a day, but it’ll 
always find its way 

anyway, and then my tired body screams, i’m done, i’m done, i’m done 
with dreams!

with dreams
KIMAYA BHUTA
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The lights are out and you have nothing better
to do, and so you put on his coat and step out

into the shower. You apologise, though he isn’t here
to accept it. the raindrops fall like pellets on your skin,

you want the fabric to protect you — you want to rip it off
so the water can cover every inch of your body,
washing away every sin, every time you dared

to hope.
You imagine the rain, kerosene pouring from clouds,
you imagine your tongue a lit match so you can die

for love the way you always have, so he can die only as a
fading ember in your mouth. But he doesn’t — he dies

in the claustrophobic wooden compartment of the confessional,
his eyes bright with the beauty of his sin. He dies

everytime you lay face-first into the bed and smother him with the sheets until
he cannot breathe, until it is morning

and both of you don your clothes to go to work.
He dies with every time he mumbles a half-hearted I love you

and accompanies it with a quieter but, every time you
seal his lips shut with yours before he can continue and continue

to love like there isn’t a hell at the end of it — in the room or in his car
or silently through every stolen glance on the streets.

And you watch your own reflection,
and there is nothing else but your face — every edge a little
less sharp — peering at its reflection in a window and he is

the man on the other side, and he is
an ember clawing at the flesh of your skin

your tongue a lit match.

l i t a n y
l i t a n y

l itany

pluto mehan

i raise a hand to your monarch print. you are the only semblance i have of what it 
means 
to be young. to breathe without it being the last. i have memorised the prick 
of your pollen effervescence lingering on my wizened skin, as with you i see the 
meadows
i once roamed being caked with the dust of broken leaves, yet still the grace 
of your soul thrills my childlike heart. with every beat of your wings you dance 
to a nursery rhyme, an absent tune i have long forgotten the lyrics to. it beckons 
me home, where once as a child you came to rest on my fingers, the halo 
of your breath fleeting before fleeing 
my yearning touch. in the stilling of our last moments i still dare to wonder, 
if you would breathe into my lungs your life, just once; for where you lead 
me is home, but there is no strength in my bones left to follow. 
in the gentle of this turbulent breeze you finally sit with me and we watch
the haze bleed darkness into twilight, old into new, love into lost, 
all while i raise a hand to your monarch print, but still
i lose you, knowing the chase is finally over, and the butterflies are gone.

leandre huang
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dusk

pluto mehan

love is
 
sunsets at quiet fields, snow angels in uncut grass,
honeydew droplets on the back of sweat-stained shirts as 
you outstretch those
hands and i think these are the hands that drive me
insane, though the lines foretell that unhinged yearning is
not currency enough to purchase anything. & love is
 
every unsaid syllable, heavy on my tongues as we swallow
the blood in our mouth. we are young, and we know
long division, and distillation, and that boys who love
freely are boys who end
up dead. & love is
 
inching, with our hands and tongues tied, for
the things we cannot reach, because we are young
and we are sinners, and i have only ever been
what you make of me, and you have only ever been
everything.



the corner of the room & cooking necessities, MAEGAN TAN
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The family at the reunion dinner is a rebrand of bluetooth

White tooth maybe, but it’s rotting in a drawer, not telling 
stories at the river

About straits shaped like dragon teeth: long ya men, dragon-
toothed gate

It can only exchange compliments with unstable connection and 
antiquated updates,

Bogged down with most code written in the wrong language,

language that the programmer sung forgotten songs in

Because compliments are the most exciting stories they can tell,

swayed by arguments between the matriarchs, debt between 
the patriarchs

They left the table after the six-hundred-dollar urn floated up 
again,

arranged with the other nameless dead in neat rows and 
columns and floors

On the floor the children fiddle with cartoons, ignore

the sudden document dispatches, misdirected to unsuspecting 
doe-eyed infants

teeth

NINA ANIN
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how to eat me alive:
a guide

how to eat me alive:
a guide to a seven-course meal (with a drink)

 
take my eyes for hors d’oeuvre, pick them off a tray.

peer at them and they’ll peer back with curiosity.
take one and pop it into your mouth. squelch.
chew it then bite into another and then let me

have a taste. the world is black for me. (is it red for you?)
[take my vision of reality.]

 
scoop out my parietal lobe and blend it smoothly into a

strange soup that i hear you sip. i ache as i try
some, yet there is nowhere that i can ache

from, my mind is mixed in our stomachs as you
laugh and tell me we’re moving onto the next dish.

[make sure i know nothing more than what you say.]
 

the appetizer is my liver and you feast on it just like
eagles do, telling me i would have loved this

should i have been able to feel it.
when it regenerates do the same, you are in

control of my body but i had said i enjoyed it once, hadn’t i?
[repeat it all over and over until i believe you.]

 
toss a salad of ears and noses. (they weren’t mine, you say i’ve 

never
had those.) they’re covered with dressing, someone else’s

sweat and tears. (i help you taste test and when
 i said they taste a bit like mine did you called me a–)

swallow them and assure me they were from no one that 
mattered.

[you get mad if i do anything wrong. i should stop.]
 

KAI FOO
tap immunity for a cocktail that’s salty and metallic, slightly like

a coin, both from cerebrospinal fluid and blood, full of
antibodies that aren’t mine. it stains your lips with a

thin layer of pale red. you lick them clean and let me down
the rest of the glass, savouring the sweet intoxication of my mind.

[you wear me out, wear me down.]
 

the main course is finally here, a heart still beating. it tremors 
when

it enters my mouth, slowly, slowly before stopping. it tastes tough
and rubbery and i suppose you taste it too. i’m trusting your

senses, since mine have always been gone. the metallic taste in
my mouth is familiar in some strange way, but i can’t think of 

what.
[thank you for letting me rely on you.]

 
the pancreas is dessert, i can tell from the taste of insulin in the 

piece you
provide me. it’s sweet, sweet, sweet and i suppose you can tell i

want more, you give me all i can want. (whoever this is from
must have had tubes running through them with glucose.) it’s 

paradise,
but then my mouth tastes sour and bitter and dry. it must have 

been a mistake.
[it was good and i wanted more.]

 
you push a mignardise between my lips and it’s like a bubble that

pops and liquid rushes out unlike any other. it tastes sour
just like the last course and it seems to burn but i can’t

feel a thing. it’s sour and i think it’s going through my tongue
but i can’t tell and you’re not saying anything so i suppose it’s 

alright.
[i can do nothing but trust you to be in control.]

 
haven’t you had a great meal?

don’t you love eating me inside out?
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NEW SHOESBREAK TIME DUCK DUCK GOOSE

ISABELLA GOH SHU-XING
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GIRL IN THE SUN ASHORE
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The first rays of sunlight streak
Across a cloudy plain
A beam of white rids skies of grey
Revealing the dawn again.
It’s dusk till light arises
Illuminating shadowed clouds:
Jagged peaks rising from horizon’s depths
White eclipsing blue.

Across a forsaken plain
The rising stars bask you in grey

A shade lighter for the day.
Any way the light shines

There always remains a shadowed side 
Sunken surfaces calloused with craters

Black hole swallows them whole.

The Blood Moon
Behold, breath-taking beauty 
Crimson flames tainting the pale moon
An alluring amber –
Just the light to light our path      
All through our diaspora to the stars.

     What you’ve succumbed to become
   Who said the Moon cannot bleed

   The drops drained from its scathed surface?
  Just light will never be enough

  For children daring to challenge the dark.

The universe expands
A trove teeming with resources
Determined by a satellite’s ray  
Transmitted data for the next voyage 
Perhaps it’s ambition, that we survive      
Each day looking for marketable mines
Ever ready, eagerly    
As we conquer darkness from the Moon
Carve craters into wells, fuel cells  
Salvage scattered stones unearthed from
Our moon    

  Emptier and darker by the day
Determined by a single ray

Reflecting off a different way
 Perhaps it’s loneliness, that you stay

  Idly revolving round their heads
Ever glowing gracefully

As flags pierce through your skin of stone
Dissecting Tranquillity from the Sea

Minerals mined from the marrows of
Your moon

The sparrows lift their weary heads
And chirp old melodies of delight  
To the mountains of white they now take flight
Shadows spiralling out of sight 

 And chirp a song droned out to a hum
Disfigured dots in rippling rock

 Kept always in your ray of sight
No matter how soon light flickers to night.

a
w
a
k
e
n
i
n
g

ELEYN YAP
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telephone wires
NINA ANIN

Telephone wires
The maps in the gallery are a mangled mess of roots:
The east dragon and the west dragon can’t seem to work out
where their tails should fall,
Monkey King is journeying to the north instead of the west
they could close their eyes and trace with nails the zebra crossings in the 
ocean
I struggle to find my way around old land,
incapable of asking for directions in the right language
The translator doesn’t work. It says my great grandfather was a pirate,
when he was a swordsman/doctor who carried lion heads across the 
continent
just so the new infants can find some piece of their ghosts, one day, 
maybe
The swaying telephone wires are as lost as I am,
with telegraphs tossed against the windows of the wrong lands
One day, will the ghosts of the shipwrecks at the museum take me
where the telephone wires go?
Meanwhile, I will clutch the ends of the rotary phone, circling and 
praying,
like they had once done to say, the bombs are falling and we can’t go 
back,
listening to the uncertain lullabies rushing across before it’s too late
to write down the nautical sagas of the lion heads and their last 
storerooms

my grandfather in apparent command at the wheel, yet “later kena 
hit, ah”
my grandmother his pair of eyes. her wrinkled hand            
“aiyah.” slips out the window, 
signalling to the car behind, 
“watch, behind, watch.”
for after years of driving, 
“wah piang ah, almost.”
grandfather has not learned to use the indicator lights. 

(they are one mechanism, functioning in harmony)

a venomous flow of words from her mouth, “siao, 
the blue car that one, cannot drive.” 
shouting through the breath-stained windows, 
“cannot see is it?”
while grandfather softly grumbles, 
“mai ani kuan lah.”
and she slumps, in annoyance, back in her seat, 
“tsk…”
his uninterest extinguishing her furious flames. 

(their balance has always kept them steady)

there is an online GPS, but my grandma insists “no,
it’s wrong, it’s wrong,”
that the turn at the right
“Ang mo kio avenue 3, here–”
is the right way to the restaurant
and my grandfather reluctantly gives in,
“aiyo, just follow the GPS lah.” knowing that nonetheless
“Ma fan…”
she would realise that google maps was right. 

(they have paved routes in each other’s minds, walked them 
over and over)

 
and the mountainous yellow of parking tickets that sits on
the aged leather dashboard
because his right hand unsteadily clutches the wheel
while the other is intertwined tenderly with grandmother’s
hands, these rusted rings embracing
then, and now,
for that is the way my grandparents drive,

(that is the way my grandparents love.)

the way my
grandparents drive
MAEGAN TAN
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hoigwan woke up sitting in the 
middle of an mrt cabin with no 
idea of how he’d gotten there.

that was a lie. he supposed 
he had some idea of how he’d 
gotten there. the smoke in the 
seventh month always fogged 
up his already deteriorating vi-
sion, making it deceptively easy 
to board the wrong train at the 
platform of the dead. hoigwan 
looked around. aggressively 
colourful advertisements lined 
the mrt windows. fluorescent 
light blinded him, mingling with 
the distinct scent of air freshen-
er. someone played tian mi mi 
(Not that song again. I’ve al-
ways thought Yueliang Daibiao 
Wo De Xin was the better Te-
resa Teng song.) out loud and 
hummed along. he was defi-
nitely on the wrong train. name-
ly, one that was in the realm of 
the living.

a student in a polka-dotted 
uniform (Why were uniforms 
still so ugly?) sat on top of him. 
rather, she sat right through 
him. hoigwan had never gotten 

used to the fluidity, the lack 
of physicality that came with 
being a ghost. the pain of his 
long, craning neck had become 
almost unbearably familiar. he’d 
even become accustomed to 
the debilitating hunger and the 
sound of an unsatisfied, aching 
stomach.

hoigwan looked around. not 
everyone was as inconsiderate 
as the girl with the ugly uniform. 
it was much of the same—a child 
whining about tuition, some girl 
in a dry-fit shirt dozing off onto 
a stranger’s shoulder, and an 
older man reading a newspaper. 
he stared at the newspaper. ah, 
the straits times. some things 
really did never change. he 
squinted at the date. he paused. 
hoigwan blinked and looked 
again. the date stared back at 
him. 4th september 2020. how 
had so much time passed?

there was hope and there was 
foolishness. that much hoi gwan 
knew. he couldn’t remember 
the exact date when he’d died 
anymore, numbers were too 

resonance/
Dissonance

Durva Gautam Kamdar

In response to “Seventh Month” by Yong Shu Hoong
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concrete for the liquidity of 
his ghostly body. there were 
memories, of course. his last 
ones—hands stretched around 
a hospital bed, antenna sticking 
out of the ward television, 
murmurs of the advent of the 
new age—the year 1990. he had 
died in 1990. thirty years in the 
ghost realm. thirty years without 
anything being burnt for him. 
thirty years where he had been 
unable to return to the realm of 
the living.                  

“next station, tampines,” the 
announcer’s cool voice rang.

hoigwan jumped. he looked 
up to see the mrt map. when 
had it started having lights? 
(Aiyah, children these days so 
dumb issit that they cannot 
read station names?). hoigwan 
shook his head. his children 
were smarter than this, surely. 
he’d raised them to be smarter. 
they wouldn’t need some stupid 
light. all they’d need was what 
their father had taught him. 

hoigwan squirmed. having the 
weight of the girl on top of 
him had gotten uncomfortable. 
she was rather inconsiderate 
for even sitting there. (Eh, she 
don’t know choping, issit?) then 
again, she probably couldn’t see 
him. hoigwan simply got up and 
floated away. the doors of the 
mrt parted to make way for him. 
in some ways, it felt like the train 
hadn’t changed at all. in some 
ways, it felt like everything was 

the same.

the station, however, seemed 
like it had changed. low-speed 
fans seemed to line the ceiling. 
there were now lifts oscillating 
up and down rapidly. even the 
doors seemed different, now at 
half height. he’d remembered 
so much of this mrt station. 
when the hunger threatened 
to overwhelm him (Depressing, 
leh, how I couldn’t simply tapao 
Laksa when I was dead.) back in 
the realm of the hungry ghosts, 
he’d held onto the memories 
of this place. he had ached not 
for food, at first, but for home. 
for all the memories he’d made. 

the maiden voyage of the 

mrt, dropping his children off to 
school, going to work—all the 
memories were so clear in his 
head that the station’s current 
state felt almost dissonant. 

the next train to the ghost realm 
wouldn’t leave till the sun rose 
again, he realised. and he was 
hungry. so, so hungry. hoigwan 
would just go visit his kids. surely, 
this time, they’d have some 
food for him. that’s why he was 
there, right? someone had burnt 
something for him this time. 
someone had remembered him.

the force of the wind blew 
right through hoigwan as he 
left the mrt station and moved 
to the hustle and bustle of the 

makeshift market outside. the 
strong smell of bread filled the 
air. hoigwan’s stomach grumbled 
in response, desperate to be 
filled. he was starving. a korean 
pop song played distantly and 
cellphone shops were lined up 
where there were once chinese 
bakeries. gone were the buskers 
and mandopop hits. gone were 
the wafting scents of dow sah 
soh and png kueh. gone. it was 
all gone.

was this singapore? hoigwan 
floated through the once familiar, 
now foreign streets. it didn’t 
feel like singapore anymore. the 
singapore he had grown up in 
had history lining the pavement, 

a mark of evolution from 
colonialism to independence. his 
singapore was loud, screaming in 
dialects and diverging tongues. 
hoigwan’s singapore had tried 
to run forward but remembered 
to look back. he looked at the 
silent, clean-shaven streets in 
front of him. one would think this 
was the ghost realm with how 
quiet it was.

there had been longing for this 
place, back in the ghost realm. 
this place, so alive yet so differ-
ent from how he’d remembered 
it. every night, before he went 
to sleep (Of course, ghosts go 
to sleep, lah. Don’t anyhow say 
one.) he’d held onto the hope 
that he’d wake up and every-

thing would feel real. that the 
pain would disappear and he 
would feel something, anything, 
but that ache once more. as the 
moon had waned, though, so 
had his hopes. until now. until to-
day.

hoigwan craned his neck to 
try finding something familiar. 
something had to have stayed 
completely the same, right? 

a recognisable voice reached his 
ear.“so tonight, first, we have…”

it was gokchong. going to 
gokchong’s getai shows had 
been somewhat of a tradition 
during hungry ghost month for 
hoigwan’s family when he was 

a kid. he’d dragged his parents 
to go with him every year, 
relishing in the bright lights and 
humongous crowds. there had 
been something so alive about 
those moments, so anchored 
deeply in the vitality of being 
human. he had missed it, that 
feeling. gokchong was still doing 
shows. maybe he would feel 
it again. hopes surged. finally, 
something familiar. he’d make 
a stop first. just one stop. then, 
he’d go see his kids. 

hoigwan floated to cross the 
street and saw the getai setup. 
flashing lights hung from the 
ceilings and illuminated the stage, 
casting a searing glow over 
the performers. they weren’t 
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the bulbs that hoigwan had 
remembered, though. they were 
a different kind of light, blighter, 
more colourful, directional 
almost where it had been wide-
reaching before. cloth ran from 
the base of the metal structure 
to the top, alternating varying 
shades of red and gold. it looked 
grand, much grander than he 
remembered. vaguely, he could 
even smell the incense burning 
behind the stage.

he looked at the seats. as per 
tradition, the first row was empty. 
but even beyond that, there was 
no crowd. just a few older chinese 
women scattered haphazardly 
along the rows of plastic chairs, 
one of them holding a crying 
baby that drowned out half the 
host’s commentary. besides the 
crying and interrupted emcee, 
silence seemed to reign over the 
buzzing sense of festivity that 
the showcase had once held.

“citizens of singapore….”

distantly, a booming voice rang 
through the air, followed by 
a cacophony of cheers. what 
could be so noisy now? it was 
disrespectful to make noise 
when someone was performing, 
especially if it was a traditional 
performance.

filled with a somewhat morbid (No 

pun intended.) sense of curiosity, 
hoigwan drifted ahead to see 
what the commotion was about. 
men in red and white shirts with 
red trees on them spoke into a 
microphone to a crowd of people 
who watched them eagerly. 
another party? he’d never seen 
this one before. maybe it was 
new. he was sure he’d remember 
the logo—a person raising their 
arms to form a tree—if he’d seen 
it before. periodically, the men 
in the red shirts would pause 
and the crowd would hoot and 
cheer. the blue glimmer of the 
moonlight illuminated their 
determined faces, painted in 
crimson and white. several of 
them held large singaporean 
flags. hoigwan grimaced as he 
could feel the light whir of life 
and excitement. compared to 
the getai performance, the rally 
felt like a rock concert.

ironically enough, the flags, 
the excitement and vermillion-
white palette, the rally felt 
distinctly singaporean. he had 
remembered the rallies (I’m not 
that old, okay.), of course, just not 
like this. not as an interruption to 
tradition, taking away from the 
sounds of the past for the songs 
of the future. it was singaporean, 
all of it, but in a way that was 
foreign to him, a way he never 
remembered. 

hoigwan was filled with an 
enervative ache in the pit of 
his stomach. he bent forward, 
clutching his body in pain. he 
couldn’t tell if it was hunger or 
longing anymore. longing for 
life. the same longing that had 
accompanied him throughout his 
death. the textures and tastes of 
both felt the same in his slightly 
citric mouth. he needed to see his 
children. this was not the world 
he knew. he needed to leave. he 
needed something familiar. he 
needed to leave now. 

hoigwan knew where his children 
lived, vaguely. there wasn’t much 
to do in the ghost realm except 
starve and want (You think want-
ing is not painful? Sometimes it 
hurts just as much as hunger.), 
especially for someone like him. 
someone with no money. he’d 
scoured his memory regularly 
to try remembering conversa-
tions he’d had with his children. 
one of hoigwan’s sons has men-
tioned a place in the east. some 
estate called mandarin gardens. 
he hoped his children were liv-
ing well but knew that they likely 
weren’t. if they were, then why 
would he be so hungry? 

he wandered through the streets. 
hoigwan knew that singapore 
had plans to grow even bigger. 
he had never considered what 

that would feel like. the city felt 
vast, conglomerate buildings 
stretching in every direction (A 
bit too cheem in my opinion.) 
hawker centres were littered 
throughout the suburbs. their 
effusive scent seemed to call to 
him, pulling him by the navel. as 
he moved eastwards, he could 
feel the salty smell of seawater 
and oil fill the air, only to mingle 
with the dark smoke. singapore 
felt so big. he had no idea if he 
was going the right way at all.

hoigwan decided to follow the 
smoke. back in his day (Wah, I’ve 
become so old. Later someone 
call me ah gong.), the smoke had 
covered the country like a shield 
during hungry ghost month, 
blurring the lines between the 
dead and the living. the smoke 
wasn’t as prevalent anymore. 
better for him, though, he 
could just follow the smoke to 
apartment buildings and hope 
that one of the buildings was his 
son’s.

surprisingly, (Eh, why surprising, 
ah? My plan quite smart one. Not 
like you. You blur like sotong.), 
hoigwan did find the estate. he 
had to admit, it was a pretty one 
with tapering towers and strong 
foundations (That estate quite 
atas. Take that, Junjie from the 
Ghost realm, my son got more 
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money than yours!). outside the 
building lay the red bins where 
the offerings would be burnt. 
mandarin gardens. he was here. 
his son was here. he could eat. 
his hunger could be quenched. 
his yearning could be met. he 
could do it—feel alive again.

hoigwan foraged through the 
red bins, grasping for anything 
he could eat, anything his son 
had burnt for him. hoigwan tore 
through one bin and then the 
next, trying to ignore the hunger 
that threatened to overtake 
him. the first few bins came out 
empty. no matter, he’d look 
through the next few. nothing. 
he continued looking. nothing. 
nothing. nothing. nothing.

that wasn’t possible. his son was 
living in luxury. it wasn’t like he 
couldn’t afford to burn food. no, 
maybe he’d missed something. 
he should check again. hoigwan 
had just reached out to the first 
bin when he heard a familiar voice. 
he turned around to see who it 
was. dark hair, a sharp nose (My 
nose.), and a figure much taller 
than he’d remembered.

“chloe, come on,” said hoigwan’s 
son, “it’ll get too dark for us to 
walk later. you’re the one who 
asked daddy to come walk with 
you.”

his son held hands with a small 
girl. the little girl had his eyes. 
hoigwan’s eyes.

“but, daddy, what are those red 

bins?” she asked. her voice was 
sweet. cute.

she pointed to the red bin that 
hoigwan was angled towards. 
her eyes grew wide with curiosity.

“nothing,” said hoigwan’s son, 
tugging her forward, “it’s for the 
hungry ghost festival. you burn 
stuff for your ancestors that 
have died.”

“do we have any ancestors we 
need to burn for?”

hoigwan paused. the world 
stopped for a second. the 
crashing waves distantly at east 
coast park held their breath. time 
itself waited to listen. hoigwan’s 
son looked at the bins. for a 
second, it seemed like he made 
eye contact with hoigwan. could 
he see him? his son looked away. 
he looked at his daughter (My 
granddaughter.). this was it.

“no. besides, it’s just an old 
tradition,” his son said, “nobody 
follows it anyways. there are 
more important things to do 
now. i bet the ghosts have more 
important things to do, too.”

with that, they walked away, and 
with them, they took everything 
hoigwan had hoped for. his son 
did not care. no, that was not true. 
his son did not remember. he 
had simply forgotten everything 
hoigwan had taught him, every 
value that he had instilled. 

and his granddaughter—a girl he 

would never meet, never know, 
who would never remember him. 
his blood ran through her veins, 
absent of any muscle memory of 
her past, of her ancestry. would 
she ever taste the tanginess of 
tradition? hold hands with home? 
smell the scent of singapore—the 
real singapore—the singapore 
that he remembered?

hoigwan had assumed that 
the world of the living would 
be different. it would be like he 
remembered. not like the realm 
of the hungry ghosts, where 
everything operated on the 
prosperity of those alive, on the 
cold, hardness of money. not like 
the realm of the hungry ghost 
where constant comparisons on 
“whose son is richer?” or “how 
much food did your son burn for 
you?” plagued him in a constant 
competition. he had crossed over 
a realm but nothing had changed. 
he had crossed over into a world 
he no longer recognised. 

hoigwan looked up to the sky. 
it was still dark. hoigwan would 
wait. he would wait, hungry, to 
go back to where he belonged in 
the realm of the hungry ghosts. 
he would wait in this world where 
he remembered, but everyone 
had decided to forget. 
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morning; a golden twine she threads
with her fingers, it bakes her walls, 

lights the waking spears streaming through
the glass, she welcomes it lovingly

into her home, the shadows blooming
as her children return. she hears

the solemn rhythm of their footsteps,
she listens to her name in the curses 

on their tongues, their presence summoned 
by the sunlight. she puts away their plates,

letting the longing sour in her empty throat.

rainfall; she gives them her rest,
a perfume dripping petrichor and slumber 

diffusing beneath the cracks of their doors. for once
they are grateful, the siren song of white noise

and quiet voices sweetly lulling them into her 
embrace. the rain is her liquid love, it slides

down her sides, it seeps into the crevices 
of their listless hearts, it blankets her children,

away from the torrent of wind and fog
they are safe with her, 

even if they do not remember
after the showers cease.

evening; she watches them leave once more,
she seeks out the last of their distant

shadows, beyond locked rooms and greying
blocks. the afterglow takes pity on her,

it paints the sky a sunset mural, a farewell halo
that makes her children pause, wonder,

almost hesitant to go. this is the moment
a mother looks back on—their bittersweet 

longing, the hope of being remembered.
her soul finds itself in echoing walls,

her heart flush with glowing contentment,
for she knows she has weathered it all,

and soon, her children will return.

she weath-
ers us
all
LEANDRE HUANG
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chocolate
milk

Four walls, clay pots, the pressure cooker hissing, as my mother 
pounds the tulsi leaves on the mortar. She tells me, “તમારંુદૂધ 
ઠંડુથાય તેપહલે ા પી લો”1. My feet drag my body to the fragrant 
kitchen, where the crisp air is overwhelmed by notes of piercing, 
bitter clove amidst the lemony aroma. 

I stare into the looking glass, where a storm of Horlicks chocolate 
powder twirls in a cup of warm milk, the tiny fragments not fully 
blended in as they wander aimlessly, as clueless as I. The saffron 
milk refused to let the powder into its embrace, drifting the 
powder off to the edges of the mug where it clutched on for 
dear life. 

I see myself in that glass, a spoonful of the essence. Brown, 
sweet, somewhat a nuisance. 

I could imagine how the powder felt, begging the milk to accept 
it, to let it blend in. It was as if the powder was contaminating it, 
like the dirty soil of the Earth seeping into a sparkling river down 
the quay. 

The taste in my mouth never felt so bitter, like a stinging pinch 
to my mother tongue, for imported goods never touch the local 
heart. To me, my culture was nothing but a sandstone ruin, I felt 
ashamed, I blamed myself over and over, just some scattered 
chocolate powder, I abandoned my language, called my heritage 
useless. 

But now I realise that the dirty brown soil is what gives us all life, 
and as the chocolate milk warmed my chocolate heart, I knew 
that this powder was mine, my very own, and that this salivating 
chocolate milk loved by many and more would cease to exist 
without its beloved, its brown chocolate powder.

1 “Drink your milk before it gets cold” in Gujarati

KIMAYA BHUTA



Red. Above me the bougainvillea shed their skins and
Waft tissue-thin into the afternoon rain. It appears
I have not brought an umbrella. I close my eyes.
The road and I collapse into one and I am now the
Tarmac my country’s engineers have used, dark
From use. I think I once saw my parents here.

Orange. I am sprouting feathers and taking to the
Sky. What is a country but its people? What is
Love but grandchildren and Confucianism,
The sun a bloody yolk from the Mid-Autumn
Festival. I am greedy. I reach out with liver-spotted
Hands, and Singapore breaks into three syllables.

Yellow. Oh, Singapura. Singapore. Sin-ga-pore.
In the folds of Becca D’Bus’s costume there is an
Island sunny and free, set alone in the sea. Near the
Zebra crossing there is a gantry. I watch a man
Walk past it and the divide narrowly misses him. He
Jumps. I think of running Japun terus ke Malaysia.

CHERYL TAN

Green. Anything, honestly. Anywhere, honestly.
I turn into a fly, fly-on-the-wall, fly-on-a-swatter
At my brother’s piano recital in Taiwan. When
The melody ends he hitches those fingers up
His partner’s shirt. The crowd gives a standing
Ovation. Backstage I blow bubbles in my mouth.

Blue. Singapore I wasn’t lying when I took her by
The arm and pressed her up against the wall so fast –
It was at the terminal. She was leaving for her
Hometown and I had begged her wildly to take me
With her. Butterflies fluttered around the enclosure
And I wept but my Jumbly girl was gone.

Purple. Indescribable, indispensable and
Other lies we tell ourselves. I come round at a
Crossroads, having been knocked out by the swing of the
Gantry. There is blood in my hair with pink highlights;

I seem to have fainted from standing for too long so
I go home and make myself a cup of milo. Maybe two.
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CONTRIBUTORS
ADELYNN WIJAYA is an aspiring author who lives in Asia. She 
enjoys reading and writing stories and wishes she lived in a fantasy 
world or somewhere away from reality. Her favorite genres to write 
(and read) are romance and fantasy, though she is trying to branch 
out to genres like sci-fi and horror. She writes short stories and 
is attempting to write a novel (or two), and occasionally tries to 
compose poetry.

Kamusta! ALYSSA MARIE GABUTERO is an eighteen-year-old 
Filipina who loves warmth and sunrises. She is a self-taught artist, 
and discovered her love for art through my crayon-drawn walls 
when she was a kid. She is fond of watercolor, but she is now 
exploring new mediums such as clay, gouache, oil paint, and even 
digital. She also enjoys writing poems, listening to ATEEZ, and 
daydreaming during her free time, trying her best to fall in love with 
being alive. She can be found on Instagram and Twitter at  
@calmansii.

CHERYL TAN is a sixteen-year-old student from Nanyang Girls’ 
High School. She has participated in the Creative Arts Programme 
organised by the Ministry of Education, and is currently studying 
under the poet Mr. Yong Shu Hoong. She enjoys singing and wishing 
on stars, and can easily be bribed to do things with a mug of hot 
chocolate. She hopes that Singapore will accept her for who she is 
someday.

CLAUDIA CHEN is currently a Year 6 film student at School of the 
Arts. Formerly a literary arts student, she took to poetry after 
realising that 1. words didn’t have to be arranged into neat little 
stanzas, 2. she could hold on to an incomprehensible feeling and 
give it an image that makes sense. claudia also enjoys scriptwriting, 
designing cards and embroidery, and she runs a school-based 
literary magazine with her friends.

DURVA GAUTAM KAMDAR is a 16-year-old student currently 
studying Literary Arts at the School of the Arts, Singapore. When 
she’s not panicking before an assignment or cramming for a test, 
she enjoys reading fanfiction and listening to Korean pop music. Her 
hobbies include mindlessly crocheting squares, drinking bubble tea 
on student discount and shopping for clothes she’ll never buy.

ELEYN YAP writes to cope with not knowing what to write - 
capturing emotion when stifling and revisiting them in tranquility. 
Writing essays by training and poems by night, her go-to sources 
of inspiration remain late-night delirium and caffeine-boosted 
mornings. Some of her previous work include the CAP 30 Years 
Commemorative publication, the Light to Night Poetry Festival, and 
school anthologies.

ISABELLA GOH SHU-XING is a lover of video games, drawing, and 
cats, despite being allergic. She had a childhood dream of becoming 
a scientist, but somehow ended up spending her Junior College 
days studying the humanities and immersed in her school’s drama 
club and drama elective programme. While her wannabe-scientist 
days are past her, Isabella remains keenly curious and observant, 
particularly fond of that which is absurd or spectacular. Currently 
studying at the Wee Kim Wee School of Communication and 
Information, she hopes to hone her skills in creating works that are 
evocative, or at least commercially viable.

KAI FOO is a student by day and (occasionally) a writer by night. 
They enjoy writing poetry and excessive amounts of angst. Despite 
their habit of producing morbid poems, they don’t particularly like 
the horror genre. They can be found on both archive of our own 
(ao3) and twitter as @kyoukiros.

KIMAYA BHUTA is currently a Literary Arts student at School of the 
Arts, Singapore. Her natural habitat is a room full of dimly lit candles 
in which she likes to write poetry and also Kinokuniya where she 
likes to dabble in reading different genres. In her free time, she likes 
to play chess, scroll through Reddit for hours on end and fall into 
philosophy rabbit holes.
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LEANDRE HUANG is a year 4 literary arts student in School of the 
Arts. she lives in an abyss of unfinished poetry and prose but very 
much desires to finish them one day. generally preferring prose, she 
seeks to find beauty in the little things and shape them into words. 
in her free time, she reads too much fiction and opens blank google 
documents waiting for inspiration.

MAEGAN TAN studies Literary Arts at School of the Arts and 
enjoys listening to old music. She has learnt to capture the fleeting 
moments of adolescence, as well as the beauty of the world, in 
writing and photography.

MICHELLE HOU is a just-graduated student who loves reading, rainy 
days and collecting more pens than she can use.

NINA ANIN is a writer from Singapore. She enjoys studying history 
and math, but is at a loss regarding what to do with her future. 
While she loves the city, she wishes her afternoons can be quieter. 
Right now, Theophilus Kwek’s Moving House and Alfian Sa’at’s A 
History Of Amnesia are on her reading list.

As evinced from the pictures taken, PAW YU XIN is a faithful and 
somewhat hopeless admirer of the golden hour. Photography 
makes her happy because it reaffirms to her the corporeal and 
beautiful, amidst the monotony that pervades a Singaporean 
student’s life. She also enjoys poetry and sleeping in her free time.

PLUTO MEHAN discovered her love for writing when she was five 
and could only find coherence in thought by putting them down on 
paper, and later discovered her love for poetry when she realised 
there was no need for this coherence in the first place. She likes to 
write about love and (un)belonging.
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